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ABOUT US

Founded in 1999 by Fiona 
De Witte, ANGELO is a 
Belgian brand that designs, 
creates and commercializes 
contemporary rugs.

ANGELO collection offers a 
wide range of handmade 
rugs mainly: Handknotted, 
handwoven and tufted rugs.

The company has built its 
international reputation based on its high quality, 
its innovative spirit and its originality.

Collections are designed to fit retailers and interior 
designers’ targets. Specific designs are developed 
for residential and hospitality projects.

BESPOKE PROJECT

Our designers’ studio offers you the possibility to 
create your very unique and exclusive rug. You 
have the opportunity to either reinvent our classic 
with your colours, sizes and shapes, or we can 
create your own design. Our wide range of colors 
allows you to choose color combinations to suit all 
your needs.

Custom-made specialist, our designers will guide 
you throughout your project, from the selection of 
materials to the choice of colors.

STOCKED COLLECTION

A wide range of stocked high-end rugs and 
carpets too



Collection rug resized and shapedHandtufted residential project in wool and silk
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Natural wool, a sustainable choice

“Wabi sabi” is a concept embracing 
the beauty of natural flaws inspired 
from the Japanese philosophy. In 
Japanese culture, “Wabi Sabi”has 
been practiced as a culture for 
years. Wabi sabi is a japanese 
philosophy that has been around 
since the 15th century till now. 
It came about as a reaction to 
the dominant trends of the time, 
which relied heavily on over 
ornamentation, lavishness, and the 
use of rare materials for luxury.

Wabi Sabi 侘寂 : Embracing flaws
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Or rather a natural country interior?Fancy a handknotted shiny interior 
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Tell us about your project

Collection office
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Faux Silk, with stripes or a design,



Handknotted for a luxury decor
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Your project is residential or for a hotel



Or special project for your dining room?
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Standard collection



Easy cleaning rugs & carpets
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High traffic and

Qualities for restaurant
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Hotel bedrooms
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Collection hotel room Collection hotel room
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Need to dress up a staircase?



a reception area?
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How to brighten up



Collection recycled indoor and outdoor

Collection recycled

Sustainability
We use traditional craft and select 

sustainable materials. Recycled PET to 
use OUTDOOR, natural wools, undyed 
collections... Some options that show 

our commitment to sustainability.
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Project for office

Collection office (Bank)
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Collection hotel corridor

Collection project for hospitality (GOLF resort)



+3256206106
sales@angelorugs.com
www.angelorugs.com
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Follow us on instagram
to see our new developments


